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By generalizing the formalism proposed by Dalibard, Dupont-Roc and Cohen Tannoudji, we study the res-
onance interatomic energy of two identical atoms coupled to quantum massless scalar fields in a symmet-
ric/antisymmetric entangled state in the Minkowski and cosmic string spacetimes. We find that in both space-
times, the resonance interatomic energy has nothing to do with the field fluctuations but is attributed to the
radiation reaction of the atoms only. We then concretely calculate the resonance interatomic energy of two static
atoms near a perfectly reflecting boundary in the Minkowski spacetime and near an infinite and straight cosmic
string respectively. We show that the resonance interatomic energy in both cases can be enhanced or suppressed
and even nullified as compared with that in an unbounded Minkowski spacetime, because of the presence of
the boundary in the Minkowski spacetime or the nontrivial spacetime topological structure of the cosmic string.
Besides, we also discover that the resonance interatomic energy in the cosmic string spacetime exhibits some
peculiar properties, making it in principle possible to sense different cosmic string spacetimes via the resonance
interatomic energy.
I. INTRODUCTION
Radiative properties of atoms are not inherent as they are
crucially dependent on the quantum fields to which they are
coupled. For example, for atoms in cavities or near a perfectly
reflecting boundary, the atomic transition rates [1–4], energy
shifts [2, 5–12], interatomic interaction energy [1, 13, 14] and
so on differ from those in a free space. The differences origi-
nate from the fact that the modes of quantum fields are mod-
ified due to the presence of boundaries. The aforementioned
examples are concerned with the atomic radiative properties in
a Minkowski spacetime. In recent years, investigations con-
cerning the atomic radiative properties in curved spacetimes
have been carried out [15–25], and it is found that in certain
curved spacetimes, behaviors of the atomic radiative proper-
ties similar to those in a bounded Minkowski spacetime occur,
even when boundaries are absent.
The cosmic string spacetime is one such spacetime. The
appearance of cosmic strings is one of the predictions of var-
ious models of grand unification theories (GUTs). They are
extended, one-dimensional, closed and infinite linear objects
with a linear mass density and a linear tension that arise as
topological defects during the symmetry breaking phase tran-
sitions in the early universe [26, 27]. The existence of them
presumably can induce various astrophysical effects. For ex-
ample, they are thought to be probable sources of gravitational
waves [28–30], gamma-ray bursts [31] and high-energy cos-
mic rays [32]. Though observational data of the cosmic mi-
crowave background has ruled out the cosmic strings as a can-
didate for the formation of galaxies, the interest in this topic
reappeared in the context of the “brane-world” scenarios of
the superstring theory [33–38]. Due to its important role in
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cosmology, there is growing interest in the studies on cosmic
strings in recent years.
The simplest cosmic string spacetime is that of a static and
straight-line cosmic string. It looks like a direct product of
the two-dimensional Minkowski space and a cone. Outside
the string, the spacetime is locally flat but topologically non-
trivial. Fields propagating in such a spacetime are influenced
by its nontrivial topology, and the energy densities of vari-
ous fields are found to exhibit boundary-induced effects [39–
45]. For particles interacting with quantum fields in such a
spacetime, though there is no local gravitational force exert-
ing on them, the particles are “interacting” with the global
conical structure. Such an interaction causes modifications in
the radiative properties of particles. It has been shown that the
transition rates of atoms in interaction with quantum scalar or
electromagnetic fields are affected by the presence of a cos-
mic string [15, 22, 44, 46, 47], and a polarizable microparti-
cle around an infinite straight cosmic string senses a Casimir-
Polder force [48]. In this paper, we study another atomic ra-
diative property, i.e., the resonance interatomic energy of two
correlated atoms, in the cosmic string spacetime.
Resonance interaction occurs when two atoms/molecules
prepared in different eigenstates are coupled to quantum
fields, two atoms with one in the ground state and the other
in an excited state, for example. As the exchange of real pho-
tons can be involved in such interactions, the interaction en-
ergy generally manifests peculiar properties in contrast to the
dispersion energy between two atoms in their ground states.
For two neutral atoms in their ground states and in interaction
with the quantum electromagnetic field, Casimir and Polder
showed in their pioneering work that the interaction energy
decays with the power law R−7 (with R being the interatomic
separation) in the long distance region (distances much larger
than the typical transition wavelength of atoms) [49]. The in-
teraction energy between one atom in the ground state and
the other in the excited state, however, scales as R−2 [50–
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261] [84]. Treatments on these two types of interaction en-
ergy entail a fourth-order perturbation theory. But when two
identical atoms are prepared in a correlated state, a symmet-
rical/antisymmetrical entangled state for example, the reso-
nance interaction energy turns out to be a second-order effect.
It oscillates with the interatomic separation with the ampli-
tude at large interatomic separation decaying with the power
law R−1.
The aforementioned properties are of the resonance inter-
action energy for two atoms in interaction with the quantum
electromagnetic field in a free Minkowski spacetime. The res-
onance interaction energy may be significantly modified if the
situations differ. A presence of boundaries is one of such cir-
cumstances. It has been shown that the presence of a conduct-
ing plate induces modifications in the interatomic potential of
two atoms in their ground states [13, 14, 62], the near-surface
effect sufficiently changes the resonance interaction between
an excited atom and a ground-state atom [63], and suitably
arranged structured environments can significantly affect the
resonance energy transfer process [64–66]. These works refer
to two uncorrelated atoms or molecules. Recently, it is also
found that the resonance interaction of two correlated atoms
exhibits peculiar properties in different environments. For ex-
ample, the resonant interatomic force between two identical
atoms in a symmetric/antisymmetrical entangled state can be
greatly enhanced or suppressed in a photonic crystal [67, 68],
and the transition rate of such two atoms near perfect mirrors
may undergo a reduction or an enhancement [69]. Very re-
cently, we studied the resonance interaction energy between
two static atoms interacting with quantum electromagnetic
fields near a perfectly reflecting boundary and correlated by
an entangled state. We discovered that for some specific ge-
ometric configurations of the two-atom system with respect
to the mirror, the resonance interaction energy exhibits new
behaviors as compared with those of two static ones in an un-
bounded Minkowski spacetime [70, 71].
The cosmic string spacetime is characterized by its nontriv-
ial topological structure, and many quantum effects such as
the vacuum fluctuations [39–45], atomic transition rates[15,
22, 44, 46, 47] and energy shifts [48] in this spacetime exhibit
behaviors similar to those in a bounded flat spacetime. Here,
we are interested in how the resonance interatomic energy is
affected by the presence of a cosmic string and whether some
boundarylike effects show up in the resonance interatomic en-
ergy. With this in mind, we study the resonance interaction
energy between two atoms in a symmetric/antisymmetric en-
tangled state and in interaction with a quantum massless scalar
field near a perfectly reflecting boundary in the Minkowski
spacetime and near an infinite and straight cosmic string re-
spectively. By comparing the results in these two different
backgrounds, we also explore the possibility of sensing the
cosmic string via the resonance interatomic energy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we intro-
duce the formalism proposed by Dalibard, Dupont-Roc and
Cohen-Tannandji (DDC formalism) [72, 73], and by which
the resonance interatomic energy will be calculated. In Secs.
III and IV, we use the DDC formalism to evaluate the res-
onance interatomic energy of two identical two-level atoms
prepared in the symmetric/antisymmetric entangled state and
in interaction with quantum massless scalar fields in two dif-
ferent backgrounds, i.e., near a perfectly reflecting boundary
in the Minkowski spacetime and in the cosmic string space-
time. Finally, we give conclusions in Sec. V.
II. THE DDC FORMALISM
We assume that two two-level identical atoms labeled by A
and B are in interaction with quantum massless scalar fields in
a Minkowski/cosmic string spacetime. The field operators in
these two spacetimes can be expressed in the following gen-
eral form:
φ(t, ~x) =
∑
~k
[a~k(t)u~k(~x) + H.c.] , (1)
in which a†
~k
is the creation operator of the field, and “H.c.”
denotes the Hermitian conjugate. The specific expressions of
the basic modes, u~k(~x), will be given in Sec. III for the scalar
field in a bounded Minkowski spacetime and in Sec. IV for the
scalar field in a cosmic string spacetime, as they are closely
dependent on the concrete configurations of the spacetimes.
The atoms possess two stationary eigenstates |+〉 and |−〉
with energies ±ω02 , and are assumed to be static. Then the
Hamiltonian of the system composed by the two atoms and
the scalar field is given by
H = ω0σA3 (τ) + ω0σ
B
3 (τ) + λ(σ
A
2 (τ)φ(xA(τ))
+σB2 (τ)φ(xB(τ))) +
∑
~k
ω~ka
†
~k
a~k
dt
dτ
, (2)
where τ is the atomic proper time [85], λ is the coupling con-
stant, and
σ
ξ
2(τ) =
i
2
(σξ−(τ) − σξ+(τ)) , (3)
σ3(τ) =
1
2
(|+〉〈+| − |−〉〈−|) (4)
with ξ = A, B, σ−(τ) = |−〉〈+| and σ+(τ) = |+〉〈−|.
For atoms interacting with quantum fields, the atomic
radiative properties may be attributed to vacuum fluctua-
tions [74, 75] and radiation reaction [76], or a combination of
them [77, 78]. The ambiguity arises from the ordering of op-
erators of fields and atoms. Dalibard, Dupont-Roc and Cohen
Tannoudji(DDC) proposed that a symmetric ordering should
be exploited, so that the contributions of field fluctuations and
radiation reaction can be distinctively separated [72, 73]. This
formalism has been widely used to study the spontaneous tran-
sition rates and energy shifts of a single atom interacting with
quantum fields in various environments [2, 6–12, 15–19, 22–
24], and very recently, it was generalized to study the reso-
nance interaction between two atoms prepared in an entan-
gled state in the Minkowski spacetime [4, 71, 79–82] and in
3the Schwarzschild spacetime [25, 82]. Here we introduce the
DDC formalism with which we will investigate the resonance
interaction energy of two atoms in the Minkowski and cosmic
string spacetimes.
To evaluate the resonance interatomic energy of the two
atoms, we choose to work in the Heisenberg picture. We
firstly write out the Heisenberg equations of motion for the
dynamical variables of the field and the atoms respectively,
and then we solve these equations and divide each solution
into a free part and a source part which are denoted by the su-
perscript “f” and “s” respectively. For the dynamical variable
of the field, we have a~k(t(τ)) = a
f
~k
(t(τ)) + as
~k
(t(τ)) with
a f
~k
(t(τ)) = a~k(t(τ0))e
−iω~k(t(τ)−t(τ0)) (5)
and
as
~k
(t(τ)) = iλ
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′σA f2 (τ
′)[φ f (xA(τ′)), a
f
~k
(t(τ))]
+ iλ
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′σB f2 (τ
′)[φ f (xB(τ′)), a
f
~k
(t(τ))] . (6)
Then the field operator can be accordingly expressed as:
φ(t(τ), ~x(τ)) = φ f (t(τ), ~x(τ)) + φs(t(τ), ~x(τ)) with
φ f (t(τ), ~x(τ)) =
∑
~k
[a f
~k
(t)u~k(~x) + H.c.] (7)
and
φs(t(τ), ~x(τ)) = iλ
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′σA f2 (τ
′)[φ f (xA(τ′)), φ f (x(τ))]
+ iλ
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′σB f2 (τ
′)[φ f (xB(τ′)), φ f (x(τ))] .
(8)
Similar treatments on the dynamical variables of the atoms
give rise to the following free part and source part for the op-
erators σξ2(τ):
σ
ξ f
2 (τ) =
i
2
[σξ−(τ0)e
−iω0(τ−τ0) − σξ+(τ0)eiω0(τ−τ0)] , (9)
σ
ξs
2 (τ) = iλ
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′[σξ f2 (τ
′), σξ f2 (τ)]φ
f (xξ(τ′)) , (10)
and those for the operators σξ3(τ):
σ
ξ f
3 (τ) = σ
ξ
3(τ0) , (11)
σ
ξs
3 (τ) = iλ
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′[σξ f2 (τ
′), σξ f3 (τ)]φ
f (xξ(τ′)) . (12)
Notice that all the above source parts are accurate to the first
order of the coupling constant.
Using the above free parts and source parts of the atomic
and field’s operators in the Heisenberg equations of motion,
and choosing a symmetric ordering between the operators of
the atoms and the field, we can distinguish the contributions
of field fluctuations and radiation reaction to the variation rate
of the atomic energy. For atom A, the expectation value of the
contribution of field fluctuations over the vacuum state of the
field is given by(dHA(τ)
dτ
)
v f
= −λ2ω0
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′[σA f2 (τ
′), [σA f2 (τ), σ
A f
3 (τ)]]
×CF(xA(τ), xA(τ′)) (13)
with CF(xA(τ), xA(τ′)) being the symmetric correlation func-
tion of the field defined as
CF(xA(τ), xA(τ′)) =
1
2
〈0|{φ f (xA(τ)), φ f (xA(τ′))}|0〉 , (14)
and that of the radiation reaction is(dHA(τ)
dτ
)
rr
= λ2ω0
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′{[σA f2 (τ), σA f3 (τ)], σA f2 (τ′)]}
×χF(xA(τ), xA(τ′))
+ λ2ω0
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′{[σA f2 (τ), σA f3 (τ)], σB f2 (τ′)}
×χF(xA(τ), xB(τ′)) (15)
with χF(xA(τ), xB(τ′)) being the linear susceptibility function
of the field defined as
χF(xA(τ), xB(τ′)) =
1
2
〈0|[φ f (xA(τ)), φ f (xB(τ′))]|0〉 . (16)
From the above expressions of ( dHA(τ)dτ )v f ,rr, we can identify the
effective Hamiltonians of the contributions of vacuum fluctu-
ations to atom A:
He f fA,v f (τ) =
1
2
iλ2
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′[σA f2 (τ
′), σA f2 (τ)]
×CF(xA(τ), xA(τ′)) , (17)
and that of the radiation reaction to atom A:
He f fA,rr(τ) = −
1
2
iλ2
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′{σA f2 (τ), σB f2 (τ′)}
×χF(xA(τ), xB(τ′))
−1
2
iλ2
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′{σA f2 (τ), σA f2 (τ′)}
×χF(xA(τ), xA(τ′)) . (18)
Equation (17) shows that the effective Hamiltonian for the
contribution of vacuum fluctuations to atom A is independent
of atom B, and thus it has no contribution to the interatomic
energy. However, in Eq. (18), which is the effective Hamil-
tonian of the radiation reaction, though the second term only
depends on atom A, the first term depends on both atoms, and
thus it contributes to the interatomic energy. Taking similar
steps for atom B, we can get He f fB,v f (τ) and H
e f f
B,rr(τ).
4As mentioned previously, the two atoms are prepared in the
symmetric/antisymmetric entangled state:
|ψ±〉 = 1√
2
(|gAeB〉 ± |eAgB〉), (19)
in which “g” and “e” represent the ground and excited states
of the atoms.
Then the summation of the average values of the two-atom
dependent parts in both He f fA,rr(τ) and H
e f f
B,rr(τ) over the above
states gives rise to the following formula for the resonance
interatomic energy:
δE = −iλ2
∫ τ
τ0
dτ′CAB(τ, τ′)χF(xA(τ), xB(τ′))
+A
 B term (20)
with
CAB(τ, τ′) =
1
2
〈ψ±|{σA f2 (τ), σB f2 (τ′)}|ψ±〉 , (21)
which is the symmetric statistical function of the atoms. For
two two-level identical atoms, this function can be further
simplified to be
CAB(τ, τ′) = ±1
8
(eiω0(τ−τ
′) + e−iω0(τ−τ
′)) (22)
with “±” corresponding to atoms in states |±〉 respec-
tively. From the above derivation, we see that the reso-
nance interatomic energy between two atoms in a symmet-
ric/antisymmetric entangled state is independent of the vac-
uum fluctuations of fields, and results only from the radiation
reaction of atoms.
In the following two sections, we use this formalism to cal-
culate the resonance interatomic energy of two identical static
atoms in the symmetric/antisymmetric entangled state in the
Minkowski and cosmic string spacetimes respectively.
III. RESONANCE INTERATOMIC ENERGY OF TWO
STATIC ATOMS NEAR A PERFECTLY REFLECTING
BOUNDARY IN THE MINKOWSKI SPACETIME
As shown in Fig. 1, we suppose that two identical two-
level atoms with a separation R and prepared in the symmet-
ric/antisymmetric entangled state are located near a perfectly
reflecting boundary in the Minkowski vacuum, and they are
in interaction with a quantum massless scalar field. For this
case, we choose the rectangular coordinate system to study
the resonance interatomic energy, and assume that the bound-
ary coincides with the “xoy” plane.
The field operator near the boundary can be described by
φ(t, ~x) =
∫
kz>0
d3~k[a~ku~k(t, ~x) + H.c.] (23)
FIG. 1: Two static atoms with a separation R are located near a per-
fectly reflecting boundary in the Minkowski vacuum. A′ and B′ are
the images of atoms A and B respectively.
with
u~k(t, ~x) =
1
2pi
√
piω
e−iωtei~k‖·~x‖ sin(kzz) , (24)
~k‖ = (kx, ky), and ~x‖ = (x, y). It is easy to check that as kz, k
′
z >
0, the above modes satisfy the following relation:
(u~k(t, ~x), u~k′ (t, ~x))
= −i
∫
d3x (u~k(t, ~x)∂tu
∗
~k′
(t, ~x) − ∂tu~k(t, ~x)u∗~k′ (t, ~x))
= δ~k~k′ . (25)
Then the two-point correlation function of the field follows:
〈0|φ(tA, ~xA)φ(tB, ~xB)|0〉 = − 14pi2
1
(tA − tB − i)2 − R2
+
1
4pi2
1
(tA − tB − i)2 − R¯2 (26)
with
R2 = (xA − xB)2 + (yA − yB)2 + (zA − zB)2 , (27)
R¯2 = (xA − xB)2 + (yA − yB)2 + (zA + zB)2 . (28)
Notice that the second term in the two-point correlation func-
tion, Eq. (26), reflects the effect of image atoms A′ and B′, and
it can be derived by using the method of images.
Combining Eq. (26) with Eq. (16), we obtain the following
linear susceptibility function of the field:
χF(xA(τ), xB(τ′))
= − 1
8pi2
[ 1
(∆τ − i)2 − R2 −
1
(∆τ + i)2 − R2
]
+
1
8pi2
[ 1
(∆τ − i)2 − R¯2 −
1
(∆τ + i)2 − R¯2
]
. (29)
Using the above function together with (22) in Eq. (20), and
doing some calculations with the technique of contour integra-
tion and the residuum theory, we get the following resonance
interatomic energy for the two atoms near the boundary:
δE = ∓ λ
2
16pi
(cos(ω0R)
R
− cos(ω0R¯)
R¯
)
. (30)
5This result shows that the resonance interatomic energy of
the two atoms near the boundary is composed by two parts:
the first part is only dependent on the relative positions of
the two atoms and it is completely the same as the reso-
nance interatomic energy of two static atoms in an unbounded
Minkowski spacetime [see the result obtained by taking a→ 0
in Eq. (14) of Ref. [79]]; the second part however depends on
locations of the two atoms with respect to the boundary, and
thus it results from the presence of the boundary. In general,
the interaction can either be strengthened or weakened de-
pending on the positions of the atoms. In particular, for some
special locations of the two atoms with respect to the bound-
ary, which satisfies the relation, R¯ cos(ω0R) ≤ R cos(ω0R¯), the
second term equals or even overwhelms the first term. As a re-
sult, the resonance interatomic energy of the two atoms can be
dramatically manipulated by the presence of the boundary as
compared with that in an unbounded space [denoted by δE0],
being nullified or even causing a sign change of the interac-
tion. This means that the effect of the atomic radiation reac-
tion on the resonance interatomic energy can be completely
shielded by the presence of the boundary for atoms at some
particular locations while at some other locations the presence
of the boundary alters the sign of the interaction. For a graphic
example, see Fig. 2.
δE0
1 2 3 4 5 6
R
R
-0.10
-0.05
0.05
0.10
0.15
δE
FIG. 2: The location[with respect to the boundary]-dependence of
the resonance interatomic energy of two atoms with a fixed inter-
atomic separation near the boundary. The atomic transition fre-
quency and the interatomic separation are respectively ω0 = 1.549 ×
1016 s−1 and R = 9.674 × 10−8m. The ordinate is of unit ∓ λ2ω016pi .
To show more clearly the effect of the presence of a per-
fectly reflecting boundary on the resonance interatomic en-
ergy of the two atoms in the symmetric/antisymmetric en-
tangled state, we compare the resonance interatomic energy
of two atoms near the boundary in two different orientations
with respect to it [denoted by δE‖ and δE⊥] with that in an
unbounded space [δE0]. Figures. 3(a) and 3(b) show that the
relative resonance interatomic energy of the two atoms with
constant separation R near the boundary oscillates with the
atom-plate separation z around unity, where z is the distance
between the boundary and the atom which is closer. It means
that the resonance interatomic energy near the boundary can
be larger or smaller than that in an unbounded space, depend-
ing on the relative positions of the two atoms with respect to
the plate. As the effect of the boundary becomes weaker with
increasing atom-plate separation, the oscillation amplitude de-
creases with increasing atom-plate separation. As a result, the
δ E⊥ δ E0
δ E∥ δ E0
2 4 6 8 10
z
R
0.6
0.8
1.0
1.2
1.4
1.6
δE
δE0
(a)
(b)
FIG. 3: The relative resonance interatomic energy of two static atoms
near a perfectly reflecting boundary. (a) Two specific configurations
are considered, i.e., two atoms aligned with their separation parallel
or perpendicular to the boundary. For the former case, zA = zB = z,
and the resonance interaction energy is represented by δE‖; while for
the latter case, z represents the distance between the boundary and the
atom closer to the boundary, and the resonance interaction energy is
represented by δE⊥. Parameters are chosen such that ω0R = 1. (b)
The relative resonance interatomic energy of two atoms aligned with
the interatomic separation parallel to the boundary and with various
values of interatomic separation and atom-boundary separation. For
two atoms located with their separation perpendicular to the plate,
δE⊥
δE0 exhibits similar behaviors as
δE‖
δE0 shown in this figure.
resonance interatomic energy approaches, at infinity, the cor-
responding value in an unbounded Minkowski spacetime.
IV. RESONANCE INTERATOMIC ENERGY OF TWO
STATIC ATOMS IN A COSMIC STRING SPACETIME
In this section, we study the resonance interatomic energy
of two identical two-level atoms prepared in the symmet-
ric/antisymmetric entangled state near a static, straight, and
infinitely long and thin cosmic string[see Fig. 4].
Suppose that the string lies along the z axis, then we can
describe its spacetime metric in the cylindrical coordinates
(t, r, θ, z) as
ds2 = dt2 − dr2 − r2dθ2 − dz2 , (31)
6where 0 ≤ θ < 2pi/ν, ν = (1 − 4Gµ)−1 with G and µ being the
Newton constant and the mass per unit length of the string.
This metric corresponds to a very simple exact solution of the
Einstein equations. The value of ν is determined by the value
of the mass density of the string which is in turn determined
by the spontaneous symmetry breaking scale when the cos-
mic string was formed. For typical GUT models, Gµ ∼ 10−6,
which gives rise to a value of ν slightly larger than unity. The
existence of the cosmic string does not produce any local grav-
itational field, but it does induce a nontrivial global topology,
in the sense that a length of a unit circle around the string is
less than 2pi with a deficit angle 8piGµ [as shown in Fig. 4],
and a surface of constant (t, z) exhibits the geometry of a cone
rather than that of a plane.
FIG. 4: Two atoms with separation R are located near an infinite and
straight cosmic string.
In this spacetime, the Klein-Gordon equation of the mass-
less scalar field takes the form
∂2t −
1
r
∂r(r∂r) − 1r2 ∂
2
θ − ∂2zφ(t, ~x) = 0 . (32)
Solving this equation by a separation of variables, we can get
a complete set of normalized field modes [15]:
um,κ,k⊥ (t, ~x) =
1
2pi
√
ν
2ω
e−iωteiκzeiνmθJν|m|(k⊥r) , (33)
with κ ∈ (−∞,∞), m ∈ Z, k⊥ ∈ [0,∞), ω2 = κ2 + k2⊥ and
Jν|m|(k⊥r) being the first kind Bessel function. The product
[defined in the second line of Eq. (25)] of these modes follows
as
(um,κ,k⊥ (t, ~x), um′ ,κ′ ,k′⊥ (t, ~x)) = δ(κ − κ′)δmm′
δ(k⊥ − k′⊥)√
k⊥k
′
⊥
. (34)
Then we can expand the massless scalar field in terms of the
above modes as
φ(t, ~x) =
∫
dµ j[a ju j(t, ~x) + H.c.] (35)
with j ≡ {m, κ, k⊥} and∫
dµ j =
∞∑
m=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
∫ ∞
0
dk⊥k⊥ . (36)
From the mode function, Eq. (33), we can easily deduce that
the field operator in the cosmic string spacetime is periodic
[with respect to the coordinate θ] with a periodicity 2pi
ν
rather
than 2pi.
With the field operator (35), we can easily obtain the linear
susceptibility function of the field,
χF(xA(τ), xB(τ′)) =
ν
16pi2
∞∑
m=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
∫ ∞
0
dk⊥
k⊥
ω
eiκz
×eiνm∆θJν|m|(k⊥rA)Jν|m|(k⊥rB)(e−iω∆τ − eiω∆τ) (37)
with ∆τ = τ − τ′, z = zA − zB and ∆θ = θA − θB.
Substituting this function and the symmetric statistical
function of the atoms, Eq. (22), into Eq. (20), and doing some
simplifications, we arrive at
δE = ∓ λ
2ν
32pi2
∞∑
m=−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
dκ
∫ ∞
0
dk⊥
k⊥
ω
eiκzeiνm∆θ
×Jν|m|(k⊥rA)Jν|m|(k⊥rB)
( 1
ω + ω0
+
1
ω − ω0
)
, (38)
which is the general expression of the resonance inter-
atomic energy of two identical static atoms in a symmet-
ric/antisymmetric entangled state and in interaction with the
quantum massless scalar field in the cosmic string spacetime.
As κ2 + k2⊥ = ω2, by making transformations k⊥ = ω sinϕ and
κ = ω cosϕ, the above formula is accordingly transformed
into
δE = ∓ λ
2ν
16pi2
∞∑
m=−∞
eiνm∆θ
∫ pi
2
0
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
dωω sinϕ
× cos(ωz cosϕ)Jν|m|(ωrA sinϕ)Jν|m|(ωrB sinϕ)
×
( 1
ω + ω0
+
1
ω − ω0
)
. (39)
For general positions of the two atoms with respect to the
string in a cosmic string spacetime with noninteger parame-
ter ν, further simplifications of the above expression is very
difficult. However, for some special cases, we can still derive
some analytical results.
(1)ν = 1.
Using the property of the first kind Bessel function that
∞∑
m=−∞
eim∆θJ|m|(k⊥rA)J|m|(k⊥rB) = J0(k⊥R) (40)
with R =
√
r2A + r
2
B − 2rArB cos ∆θ , the resonance inter-
atomic energy, Eq. (39), reduces to
δE = ∓ λ
2
16pi2
∫ pi
2
0
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
dωω sinϕ cos(ωz cosϕ)
×J0(ωR sinϕ)
( 1
ω + ω0
+
1
ω − ω0
)
. (41)
7Further simplifications of the above integration gives rise to
δE = ∓ λ
2
16pi
cos(ω0R)
R
, (42)
with R =
√R2 + z2, which is exactly the interatomic separa-
tion. The above resonance interatomic energy is the same as
the first term in Eq. (30), which is the resonance interatomic
energy of two atoms in an unbounded Minkowski spacetime.
The consistency comes out naturally, as when ν = 1, the
deficit angle disappears and the cosmic string spacetime re-
duces to the Minkowski spacetime.
(2)ν > 1.
(2.1) One or both atoms are located on the string.
We firstly consider the simplest case in which at least one
of the two atoms is located on the string, i.e., rA = 0 or rB = 0.
Notice that
Jα(0) =
{
0, α > 0 ,
1, α = 0 , (43)
then if both atoms are located on the string, the resonance
interatomic energy, Eq. (39), can be simplified to be:
δE = ∓ λ
2ν
16pi2
∫ pi
2
0
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
dωω sinϕ cos(ωz cosϕ)
×
( 1
ω + ω0
+
1
ω − ω0
)
= ∓ λ
2ν
16pi
cos(ω0z)
|z| ; (44)
for the case in which only one atom is located on the string
(atom A for example), the use of relation (43) in Eq. (39) leads
to:
δE = ∓ λ
2ν
16pi2
∫ pi
2
0
dϕ
∫ ∞
0
dωω sinϕ cos(ωz cosϕ)
×J0(ωrB sinϕ)
( 1
ω + ω0
+
1
ω − ω0
)
= ∓ λ
2ν
16pi
cos(ω0
√
r2B + z
2)√
r2B + z
2
. (45)
Notice that if both atoms are located on the string, |z| is equal
to the interatomic separation, and for the case in which only
atom A is located on the string,
√
r2B + z
2 also represents the
interatomic separation. Thus when one or both atoms are lo-
cated on the string, we have
δE = ∓ λ
2ν
16pi
cos(ω0R)
R
. (46)
Compare it with its counterpart in an unbounded Minkowski
spacetime [see Eq. (42)], we find that they are quite similar,
except for the presence of the parameter ν in the above re-
sult. As ν > 1, it reveals that for the case where one or both
atoms are located on the string, the resonance interatomic en-
ergy of two identical atoms in a symmetrical/antisymmetrical
entangled state is amplified to be ν times that in an unbounded
Minkowski spacetime.
(2.2) Two atoms fixed in a cosmic string spacetime with
integer ν.
Though the parameter ν for a real cosmic string spacetime
is only slightly larger than unity, the investigations on cos-
mic string spacetimes with integer ν also caught much atten-
tion [22, 44, 46–48, 83], as for this case analytical results are
usually obtainable, and they are very helpful for us to under-
stand the properties of the cosmic string spacetimes.
For integer ν, using the following property of the first kind
Bessel function [44],
1
ν
ν−1∑
n=0
J0(kLn,ν) = 2
∞∑
m=1
Jνm(krA)Jνm(krB) cos(νm∆θ)
+J0(krA)J0(krB) (47)
with Ln,ν =
√
r2A + r
2
B − 2rArB cos(∆θ + 2pin/ν), in the general
expression of the resonance interaction energy [Eq. (39)], we
get
δE = ∓ λ
2
16pi2
ν−1∑
n=0
∫ ∞
0
dωω
( 1
ω + ω0
+
1
ω − ω0
)
×
∫ pi
2
0
dϕ sinϕ cos(ωz cosϕ)J0(ωLn,ν sinϕ) ,
= ∓ λ
2
16pi
ν−1∑
n=0
cos(ω0Rn,ν)
Rn,ν
(48)
with Rn,ν =
√
z2 + L2n,ν. Notice that when rA ∼ 0 or rB ∼ 0, or
both rA,B ∼ 0, this result approaches Eq. (46).
For ν = 1, the above result reduces to
δE = ∓ λ
2
16pi
cos(ω0R0,1)
R0,1
(49)
with R0,1 =
√
z2 + r2A + r
2
B − 2rArB cos ∆θ = R, which is ex-
actly the resonance interatomic energy of two atoms in an un-
bounded Minkowski spacetime. So by taking ν = 1, we re-
cover the resonance interatomic energy of two atoms in a free
Minkowski space.
For ν = 2, Eq. (48) can be reexpressed to be a sum of two
terms:
δE = ∓ λ
2
16pi
[cos(ω0R0,2)
R0,2
+
cos(ω0R1,2)
R1,2
]
(50)
with
R0,2 = R0,1 = R , (51)
R1,2 =
√
z2 + r2A + r
2
B + 2rArB cos ∆θ . (52)
8Notice that the first term is only determined by the interatomic
separation between the two atoms, and it is completely the
same as the resonance interatomic energy of two atoms in a
free Minkowski vacuum; while the second term is closely de-
pendent on the locations of the two atoms with respect to the
string. Comparing it with the resonance interatomic energy of
two static atoms located near a perfectly reflecting boundary
in the Minkowski vacuum [see Eq. (30)], we find that they are
quite similar. However, for the resonance interatomic energy
of two atoms near the perfectly reflecting boundary, the sec-
ond term in Eq. (30) is induced by the presence of the bound-
ary; while the second term in the above result appears in a
cosmic string spacetime. For cosmic string spacetimes with
integer ν ≥ 3, more such terms show up.
The following figures graphically show the effect of the
presence of a straight cosmic string on the resonance inter-
atomic energy of two static atoms in an entangled state. We
take the case of two atoms aligned with their separation par-
allel to the string for an example. As shown in Figs. 5(a)
ν=2
ν=3
ν=4
δE0 1 2 3 4 5
r
R
-1.2
-1.0
-0.8
-0.6
-0.4
-0.2
0.2
δEcs∥
(a)
(b)
FIG. 5: The resonance interatomic energy of two atoms fixed with
constant separation R parallel to an infinite and straight cosmic
string. We denote the atom-string separation for both atoms by r,
i.e., rA = rB = r. (a) The resonance interatomic energy of two
atoms in cosmic string spacetimes with different values of the pa-
rameter ν. Parameters are chosen such that ω0R = 2. The ordinate
is of unit ∓ λ2ω016pi . (b) The interatomic-separation and atom-string-
separation dependence of the relative resonance interatomic energy
of two atoms in a cosmic string spacetime with ν = 2.
and 5(b), the resonance interatomic energy of the two atoms
shows behaviors very much like those of two atoms located
near a perfectly reflecting boundary in the Minkowski space-
time. It oscillates with the atom-string separation, with the
oscillation amplitude decreasing with increasing atom-string
distance. Thus when r → ∞, the resonance interatomic en-
ergy approaches the corresponding value in an unbounded
Minkowski spacetime. The solid red, dashed yellow and dot-
ted green lines in Fig. 5(a) depict the atom-string-separation
dependence of the resonance interatomic energy of the two
atoms with the same interatomic separation R = ω−10 in the
cosmic string spacetimes with various values of ν. Notice that
for atoms in the cosmic string spacetimes with proper values
of ν, the dashed yellow and dotted green lines corresponding
to the cosmic string spacetimes with ν = 3, 4 for example,
the resonance interatomic energy can vanish or change sign
at certain positions near the string, revealing that the effect
of the atomic radiation reaction on the resonance interatomic
energy can be drastically changed by the presence of a cos-
mic string. This is very similar to the case of two atoms near
a perfectly reflecting boundary in the Minkowski spacetime,
in which the effect of atomic radiation reaction on the reso-
nance interatomic energy can, for example, also be completely
screened at certain locations by the presence of a perfectly re-
flecting boundary. These similarities can be ascribed to the
peculiar properties of the cosmic string spacetime, i.e., it is
characterized by a deficit angle, and the spacetime topology is
nontrivial. As such a spacetime is only locally but not globally
flat, field modes propagating in the spacetime are “restricted”
by the special structure, thus atoms interacting with the quan-
tum fields in the spacetime exhibit behaviors similar to those
in a bounded Minkowski spacetime. Despite the similarities,
the resonance interatomic energy in a cosmic string spacetime
also distinguishes itself with peculiar properties. We discover
from Fig. 5(a) that when the atoms-string separation is much
shorter than the interatomic separation, i.e. rR  1, the value
of the resonance interatomic energy is almost ν times that in
an unbounded Minkowski spacetime. This conclusion is in
consistence with the analytical result, Eq. (46). For different
values of the parameter ν, the behaviors of the resonance in-
teratomic energy are distinctive. Particularly, the oscillation
of the resonance interatomic energy with the atom-string sep-
aration is more severe in a cosmic string spacetime with larger
parameter ν. Thus principally speaking, it is probable to iden-
tify different cosmic string spacetimes via the resonance inter-
atomic energy.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We generalized the DDC formalism for studying the res-
onance interatomic energy of two identical static atoms in
a symmetric/antisymmetric entangled state and in interact-
ing with quantum scalar fields in the Minkowski spacetime
and the cosmic string spacetime. We found that in both
spacetimes, the resonance interatomic energy between the two
atoms is caused only by the radiation reaction of the two
atoms. By exploiting this formalism, we studied the resonance
interatomic energy of such two atoms near a perfectly reflect-
9ing boundary in the Minkowski spacetime and near an infinite
and straight comic string respectively. As compared with that
in an unbounded Minkowski spacetime, δE0, the resonance
interatomic energy in the former case is revised by the pres-
ence of the boundary. It can be enhanced or suppressed and
even nullified depending on the relative locations of the two
atoms with respect to the boundary. For the two atoms in a
cosmic string spacetime, if one or both atoms are located on
the string, the resonance interatomic energy is ν times that
in an unbounded Minkowski spacetime [δE0]. For the case
where both atoms are located outside the string, as compared
with δE0, the resonance interatomic energy is revised by the
presence of the string in a manner very similar to that by a per-
fectly reflecting boundary in a Minkowski spacetime. It can
also be enhanced or suppressed, depending on the relative po-
sitions of the two atoms with respect to the string. Despite the
similarities, we discover that the resonance interatomic energy
in the cosmic string spacetime also shows some peculiar prop-
erties, making it in principle possible to discern different cos-
mic string spacetimes via the resonance interatomic energy.
In summary, for two identical static atoms in interaction
with quantum massless scalar fields near a perfectly reflect-
ing boundary in the Minkowski spacetime or near an infinite
and straight cosmic string, the resonance interatomic energy
can be enhanced or suppressed, as compared with that in an
unbounded Minkowski spacetime, depending on the relative
positions of the two atoms with respect to the boundary or the
string. The cause of the similarities is the peculiar characters
of the cosmic string spacetime, i.e., it is locally flat but not
globally. As field modes propagating in such a spacetime are
“restricted” by the nontrivial topological structure, atoms in-
teracting with the fields exhibit similar properties as those of
atoms near a boundary in the Minkowski spacetime.
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